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The aim of this document is to outline some approaches to building a portable binary package
for R on Linux using Intel tools. The portability requirement is that the resulting binary can be
distributed (via RPM or another mechanism) to users who do not have access to Intel tools or
libraries. The portability requirement extends to installation of R packages from CRAN (http:
//cran.r-project.org), bearing in mind that on Linux users install R packages from source.

1 Test configurations

Four configurations were compared using Intel Parallel Studio 2015, which includes version 15.0.0
of the C, C++ and Fortran compilers and version 11.2 of the Math Kernel Library (MKL).

1.1 Using GNU compilers with reference BLAS and LAPACK

This is the default build using only GNU tools and other free software. It is included for reference
to see the relative improvement from using Intel tools.

The default build is configured with

./configure

GNU compilers are detected by default (assuming they are installed) and R is built using a copy
of the reference BLAS and LAPACK that are included with the R sources.

1.2 Using GNU compilers with MKL BLAS

This configuration uses GNU compilers. Assuming Intel tools are installed in /opt/intel/composerxe,
the build environment is set up with

source /opt/intel/composerxe/mkl/bin/mklvars.sh intel64

Then R is configured with:

MKL_LIB_PATH=${MKLROOT}/lib/intel64

MKL="-Wl,--start-group ${MKL_LIB_PATH}/libmkl_gf_lp64.a \

${MKL_LIB_PATH}/libmkl_gnu_thread.a \

${MKL_LIB_PATH}/libmkl_core.a \

-Wl,--end-group -lgomp -lpthread -ldl -lm"

../R/configure --with-blas="$MKL" --enable-BLAS-shlib

Notes:

• We need to add the option -ldl to MKL, otherwise the configuration will fail on the test
for completeness of the BLAS

• Statically linking to MKL and using the option --enable-BLAS-shlib pulls the MKL BLAS
functions into a dynamic library libRblas.so which is available to all R packages, including
future packages installed by the user.

• The LAPACK library in this configuration is reference LAPACK from netlib. It is linked to
the MKL-based libRblas.
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1.3 Using Intel C and C++ compilers with MKL

We can also compile R with the Intel C and C++ compilers. The resulting R build will be binary
compatible with R packages built with GNU compilers. However, the Intel compiler ifort is not
binary compatible with gfortran. We therefore keep gfortran as the default Fortran compiler for
R.

The build environment is set up with

source /opt/intel/composerxe/bin/compilervars.sh intel64

Then R is configured with

MKL_LIB_PATH=${MKLROOT}/lib/intel64

MKL="-Wl,--start-group ${MKL_LIB_PATH}/libmkl_gf_lp64.a \

${MKL_LIB_PATH}/libmkl_intel_thread.a \

${MKL_LIB_PATH}/libmkl_core.a \

-Wl,--end-group -liomp5 -lpthread -ldl -lm"

CC="icc -std=c99" \

CXX="icpc" \

CFLAGS="-g -O3 -fopenmp" \

CXXFLAGS="-g -O3 -fopenmp" \

FFLAGS="-g -O2 -fopenmp" \

FCFLAGS="-g -O2 -fopenmp" \

FLIBS="-lgfortran" \

LDFLAGS="-liomp5 -lpthread -static-intel -no-intel-extensions" \

../R/configure --with-blas="$MKL" --enable-BLAS-shlib

Although this build is configured to use Intel compilers when installing R packages, a user may
override this with a personal or site-wide Makevars file, as described in the “Writing R Extensions”
manual, e.g.

CC="gcc -std=gnu99"

CFLAGS="-g -O2 -fopenmp"

CXX=g++

CXXFLAGS="-g -O2 -fopenmp"

Notes:

• In contrast to the previous configuration, we switch to the Intel thread model and link to
libiomp5, as code compiled with Intel compilers cannot be linked to libgomp.

• Intel libraries (except for libiomp5) are statically linked by with the linker option -static-intel.
This means that the R build can be used by any user without access to Intel tools, if they
also have access to a copy of libiomp5. An R binary distribution would need to include this
(or otherwise provide access to it).

• The option -no-intel-extensions suppresses some spurious warnings about libcilkrts gen-
erated by -static-intel.

• The configure script has to be coaxed through the OpenMP support. By default it will
detect the right compiler and linker options for OpenMP. However, with the default configu-
ration, make will fail when the linker tries to statically link libiomp5 into a dynamic library.
To work around this we add the -fopenmp option manually to the compiler flags and the
-liomp5 -lpthread options manually to linker flags.
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1.4 Reference Intel build

This is the build that uses only Intel compilers and MKL library. It is not portable, but is included
for reference to see the maximal value of using Intel tools.

export MKL="-lmkl_intel_lp64 -lmkl_intel_thread -lmkl_core -liomp5 -lpthread"

CC="icc -std=c99" CXX=icpc FC=ifort F77=ifort \

../R/configure --with-blas="$MKL"

2 Timings

The four builds were tested using the R Benchmark 25 (http://r.research.att.com/benchmarks/)
on an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9400 : 2.66GHz ×4 running Fedora 20 x86 64. Total timings
for all tests in seconds are shown in table 1. The tests were performed in single-threaded and
multiple-threaded mode by setting the environment variable (OMP_NUM_THREADS).

Build OMP NUM THREADS
1 4

Default GNU build 51.56 51.55
GNU compilers with MKL BLAS 16.55 11.98
Intel C and C++ with GNU Fortran & MKL BLAS 14.99 10.94
Reference Intel build 15.07 10.16

Table 1: Timings in seconds for the R benchmark 25

The build with GNU compilers and MKL BLAS already has improved performance even in
single-threaded mode, compared with the default GNU build. The other builds with Intel tools
have overall marginally better performance. However, this overall score conceals some large vari-
ations in timings for individual tests.

A more detailed breakdown of the relative timings for the tests that make up the benchmark
25 is given in figure 1. Times are given for each test relative to the reference Intel build. The grey
band shows timings within 10% of the reference. The timings that lie outside this range are of
interest.

Compared with the R build using GNU compilers, the build using Intel C and C++ compilers
gives improved performance for test 2 (2400×2400 normal distributed random matrix ^1000) and
test 11 (3,500,000 Fibonacci numbers calculation (vector calc)). Conversely tests 7 (Eigenvalues
of a 640 × 640 matrix), 8 (Determinant of a 2500 × 2500 random matrix), and 10 (Inverse of a
1600 × 1600 random matrix) were not improved by using the Intel C compilers and performance
was worse than the reference Intel build. This is presumably because these test builds are still
using reference LAPACK.
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Figure 1: Comparison of timings of the various tests that make up the R benchmark 25. Timings
are relative to the reference Intel build. The default GNU build is not shown
.
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